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I.

On ,Air Pollution and Energy

Conservatioın

A. Air Pollution as an Environme ntal Problem
It ls known tha t tlie air pollution . is a resuıt of industrial

revolution and mass urbanizatio n It has been noticed that the
air in industiral settlement s of developed countries of west had
measurab1e effects on humans, other animals, vegetation, or materials. It is axiomatic that the more advanced a civilization becomes;-the more complex are the problems related to mıan's enviroment of recent yeaı.ıs, it has become increasingly obvious that
not only gaseous but also the improper disposal of solid and liquid
wastes are cre~king burgeoning problem of environmental pollution. The resulting alteration of man's naturel environment is ·
now beginning to exert untoward effects on man. Public ıa.t large,
and policy makers in particular are ·becoming more a ware of these
problems and the urgent ne·ed to cope with them.·
Energy is an essential element of almost all human activities,
tıhe quantiıty of goods and services avıailable for mankind is mainly a fn. of the availability and the use of energy in its development, modern society has · usıed energy reclessly rather than
wisely, creating all types of environmental pollution. Now in fa;.
cing the energy problem the world lıJg_;g; to shift conısumption from
oil and naturaı gias to more abundant fuels and develop new
· energy sources, because the enormous gr.owth in the productin
and consumption of fossil fuels has raised certain important and
general problems. The main macro level problem is that the
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capacity of the biosphere to absorb the carbon dioxide released
during the next 100 yeıars, in the likely event that a great part
of the world's rec.overable fossil fuels are burned during this time.
Even if as much as 50 % of this carbon dioxide were absorbed by
oceans and soil, the atmospheric concentration . of carbon dioxicte
would still rise from 0.032 to about 0.2 volume percent, thus
substantially changing the c.ompositian of the atmosphere with
possible effects on the climate. On the other hand, dust producing processes, manufıacturing processes, agricultural activities
solvents and nuclear ~ergy activities arıe emitting a range ,..ıf
different pollutants to the air.
B.

Energy Conservation

We are a.ccustomed to the idea of unlimited growth from
our claıssical theories .of economics, in wliich supply always rises
to meet demanıd. But unlike capitıal, which is a construct of man,
the natura! resources of our country earth are fini~e . In fact, we
are going to be face:d next with a seri:es of other resource crisis
soon if we do not plan better for the future than we have planned
in the past. It is .obvious that the increase in demand for all forms
of energy will be more mpidly in the following decades and as,
the dampering of the growth of energy conısumption will be impossible due to economic growth. What is to be discussed within
the limits of our subject matter is greater efficiency and feasibi- .
lity in the usagıe of energy (major contributers to air pollution.)
Transportation, space heating and to a certain · extend air
conditioning systems aııe g,oing to be diıscussed. Cle:aning the a.ir
of cities and saving energy may require certain efforts to improve
public, as opposed to private, transportation to meet the needs
.of public as a whole. Such shüts to less ıenergy intensive mass
transportation modes could substantially produce less pollutants
per passenger mile thıan the automobile as well as the considerable
reduction in energy consumption. The magnitude of such savıngs
would of course, depend on the extend of such shifts and possible
load factor changes whic~ are interdependent to economic condi tions of a · country.
As to clıeaning up the automobile itself, two pollution control
strategies are now being tested. Using the present day engine as

a start, the !irst approach has been to add devices into the tan
pipe in an attempt to treat pollutant.s after they 'ha ve been formed. The altemative appr.oach is to develop an inherently ıess
polluting engine.
To the home owner, increasing the amount of building instulation and, in some cıasıes, adding, storm windows would reduce
energy consumption and provide monetary savingıs,,
According to the statistics in 1970, . the hypotethical transportation scenario results in 22 per cent savings in energy for
transportation and if an hoines in 1970 had the «economic optimum)) amount of insulation, enıergy consumption for residential
heıa.ting would have been 42 per cent lesıs. Increased utilization of
energy - efficient air conditioners and of building insulatton
would provide significant energy savings and hıelp to reduce
peak power demands during summer. A 67 per cent increase in
energy efficiency for room air conditioners would have .saved 15.8
billion kw.h in 1970.
In the light of the present awareness of the value of energy
supply, it is clear that the economies .of induıstrial societies, which·
today consume 85 % of the world energy de:i.nend ıagainst 30 -%
of world population, must become more responsible and careful
in thıe use of energy, While this is a must for them, less developed
Third World's nations urgently need tö increase their en~rgy uıse
in .order to accelerate their process of development and to overcome the social and economic gap with respect to industrialized
countries. The present world energy situation is therefore confronted on one side with the need of savfug energy in advanced
societies and on the other with thıat of making more energy rapidly available t.o the developing countries, without undue dependetıce on capital - intenısive technologies, which their economies would be unable to support.
In conclusion, it is possible - from an engineering point of
wiev - to effect considerable energy savings. Increases in the efficiency of energy use would provide desired and resuıts with
smaller energy inputs and leıss air p.ollution. Such measures will
not reduce the level of energy consumption, but. they could slow
energy growth ra tes,
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· il.
A.

Analysis of the Subject I.n Turkey
Energy Problem

During the planned period developments in the energy sector
· were not sufficient to meet qu~ntitatively and qualitatively the
needs of economic development at the required time. Plan targets
were not realizd and gradually the energy sector in general and
electricaı ener:gy in particular created bottıenecks for the Tutkish
air conditions.
Not withstanding per capita primary energy consumptiop
expreıssed in oil equivalents increased from 432 kg. in 1962 to
729 in 1979 but W!as always kept under pressure.
In fact, total primary energy consumption has exhibited an
average annuaı growth rate of about 5.7 while production has
not exceeded 5 % on the average. Production has been able to
cover only 62.5 per cent of cons~ption on the average betw~en
1962 - 1977.

Known primary energy reserves show thiat lignite and hydraulic resources are the most import~nt energy resources. But full
uıse of the known reserves were not made and efforts to increase
known reserves were far from being satisfact.ory.
Primary Energy Production and Consumption
(In Thousand Tons Of OH Equ1valent)
Year
1962
1967
1972
1977
1978
1979
1980
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Total E:iıergy
Consumption
12.490
16.692
23.174
33.363
33.569
32.049
34.492

Production
Total Energy
Production Consumption Ra te
7.956
12.387
14.438
16.836
16.794

63.6
74.2
.62.3
50.5
50.0·

The share of c.oal in total energy consumption has fallen
sharply since 1962, from 37 % to 12 % in 197~. The share of lignite
has decreaısed fQr almost a decade and then started to · increase
slightly. On the other hand oil products constitute over 60 %
of energy consumption. Hydraulic sources had a sharıe of 4 %
and now its share hıas risen to almost 1O % .
As will be seen from the figures .the main energy com~ump
tion of Turkey depends on pollutant emitting · fossilfuels and
various attempts are being made to increase the rela tive share
of coal and decrease the dependence on oil sine 1978.
Share of Resources in Total Commercial
Primary Energy Consumption:

Coal
Lignite
Oil

Hydraulic
Importıs of Electricity

1962 .

1972

1979

37.1
15.3
43.3
4.3_

17.0
13.5
65.0
4.8

12.2
16.0
61.1
9.6
1.0

The oil crisis of 1973, when the crude prices went. up . four
fold has hada devastating ieffect on the Turkish economy. Though
Turkey was not immediately affected .then, many of the present
ills can be traced back to that crisis.
Turkey's oil bill has been steadily increasing for thıe paıst 12
years, ıand has recently reached such enormous prop.ortions by
Turkish standards that much of the country's expoı;t earnings
are devoted to financing only oil imports in such a way that the
share of the oil bill in total importıs steadily increased from 1O %
in 1971 to over 20 % in 1976, and to 30 % in 1978. It became
34 % in 1979. In 1979 the dollar value of petroleum imports was
equıal to 75 % of total exports of Turkey. Though it is not correct
to şay that Turkey is using alI her export proceeds just to finance
imports of crude oil and petroleum products, we should admit
that she -is very close to this ıstatement.
Tho11gh energy saving programmes are being carried out in
many developed countries the problem on the Turkish economy
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of the oil issue is not tha t of the high level of consumptiön. As
the following table indicates, per capita fuel consumption in
Turkey is relativiely very low compared internationally. Therefore,
an energy saving program aiming at reducing the total oil importıs
bill can not be succesfully implemented cutting down the con~
sumption of oil products.
Per Capita Fuel Consumption (1977)

U.S.A.
Canada
Sweden
Australia
Holland
Finland
Jıapan

Wie st Germany
France
Spain
Greece
Yugoslavia
TURKEY

Fuel Consumption
(Million Tons)

Per Capita
(Oonsumption kg)

867.3
85.4
28.2
37.9
37.6
12.5
260.1
137.1
114.6
44.9
10.6
13.9
16.8

3.980
3.744
3.435
2.779
2.738
2.654
2.306
2.21 '1
2.175
1.266
1.171
645
. 418

These indicator s lead us to the fact that energy c2nservation.
above all, to decrease air pollution doesn't fit to our f!acts and
might be considerıed as ccluxury». Though the massive utilization
of existing energy resources may consequenly lead to a decrease
in air pollutant s to a ·certain extend.
B.

A Specific Case In Air Pollution : ANKARA

Althougn İs ban bul, İzmir, Adana and İzmit are the cities
having industria lly polluted air conditions. In Turkey, Ankıara
is a very special case in the senıse of air p.ollution. The city, doesn't
have importan t industial plants though it is a capital. It ho~ds
thıe first place in air pollution not only in Turkey but also in
world scıales.
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Especially in winter time, the heating resources of home
heating. units, community and apartm~nt house incinerators and
small scale manufacturing plants-in additon to thıe emissiorl. of
motor vehicles throughout the yeıa.r- continuously pollute the air
through combustion process with oxides of sulfur, oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, particles and hydr.ocar bens-çlurin'g 5 or
6 months.
.
Manufacturing processes such as waste recovıery, metallurgical or chemical plants hold a very little place in city economy,
thus the city population do not suffer from air pollution in ısum
mer compared to winter pollution. Combustion of motor vehicles,
dust producing processes on non asphalted roıads, fuel buming
for supply of hot water in houses and ete. all eff ect the air conditions neg.atively in . summer but the degree of pollution can'_t be
compared with that of winter's . .
Air polluti.on episodes are results of high emissions and combination of meteorological, geographic and topographic factors;
the city settlement is on abbout 3.500 km. square hollow shaped
are:a surrounded with hills and mounfains. Thus the horizontal
and vertical wind and air movements do not exist and the fog
promotes thıe f ormation of secondary pollutants .and hinder.s the
sun from warminıg the ground and breaking inversion.
The concentration ıand piling of huge buildigs within this
area are increasing every day due to populatian increase. Masses
of huge buildings and bussines centers are being accumulated
to satisfy the requirements .of population that has migrated from
rur1al environmentıs of Anatolia to seek their fortune. The amount
of motor vehicles are increasing rapidly lıeading to the traffic
jams in the hollöw places of the city for hours. Thus mainly the
combustion type .of pollution source causes the ·event of inversion
very frequently in winter - a dome shaped polluted air with 100 400 meters depth hungs over the city. According to the observa-"
tions o! cccommitte on Challariges of Modern Society», -an organization of NATO- the quıantity .of the foot and dangerous gases
over the city are as following.
58.000 ton
28.000 · ton
13.000 ton
16.000 ton

sulfur diaxide
Soot
oxides of nitrogen
hydrocarbons.
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Typ es of pol luta nts and emission
Pol luto nts (Tons)

1969

Oxides of sul fur
Par ti eles
Car bon monoxide ·
Hy dro car bon s
Oxides of ni tr.ogen

57.600
23.000
73.400
16.400
12.600

1990

% inc rea se

199.800
88.200
381.500
82.800
50.250

346

380
520
505
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Sol utio ns
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·pects within the liİnits of this general approach. Each pollutant
is in many ways different and requires special treatment; moreover each local condition demands individu'll considerations.
Given the present economic circumstances of our country
ısome of these preventions and means of control widely used in
metropolitan countriıes are not suitable. Convenient control .options
and altematives should be carefully considered and selected
amongst this very range together with the energy conservation
problıems. Now, we are going to discuss the preventions for the
c.on.trol of Air pollution in Ankara under two marn headings. ·
1.

Short term, Paliatif,. means of control:

Changing the types and qualities of fossil fuels; education
of stokers; increasing the heights of chimneys; adding filter options both to chinineys and to the exhaust pipes of motor vehicles,
widespreading the use of insuletion materials in buildings for
heatmg effeciency, are included to this group of means .of control. Though being diıscussed iri Public for days, none of these
solu tions were seriously considered and coped with in the past
decades. Central heating system, which can be included in both
short and long term s.olutions, has been applied to Middle East
Technical University, Or - and Türk-İş settlement centers. Now
let us see what has be~n done.
We can find the concrete example of this type of preventions
in 6.8.1973 date and 7-6785 numbered Council of Ministery de.ci-

sions.
1. Government offices and public sector buildings in Ankara
are going to adapt their coritrol heating boilers to fuel oil urgently
and are going to use low- sulfur fuel ·beginning from 1973 wintet.

2. Low - sulphur fuel oil will b.e imported and distributed
by «petrol office» to supply the needs · of the City.
3. Sufficient amount of coke will be assigned to
buildings in the City.

ıslov~

heated

The ·first decisi on has been succesfully followed to a great
extent, but the rate .of application for the second and third deci123
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2.

Long ~ Term (radical) Solutions

Population control has the primary within these means of
controı of air pollution. Durbıg the National Liberation War Ankara had a population of 20 thousand and it is expected that it
will be 3.5 million by 1990. The city functions as a dam before
Istanbul against migra ti ons and n.ow the establishmen t of new
dams has vital importance in the eaıstern provinces to function
as a barrier for new migrations. The point to be discussed is the
degree of contribution of this new city population to the national
.
ec.on~mY.~
Capital city
the
being
than
other
duties
have
Can Ankara
industries
Which
Ankara?
in
of Xurkey? Must industry develop
to
anıswers
arıe convenient in the existing circumstance s? The
these questions are very closely related with population increase,
air pollution increase and the future of the city.
Industrialist have been defending the idea that Ankara
should have been considered as an industrial center. Thay have
spend important efforts to get ısome parts of treasure lands and
ccAtatürk F:orest» lands.
These lands supply for the green areas requirements of the
city and function tike that of a lungs. Instead of transfering to
industrial territories they should be handled vitally and de:veloped
according to modern city· planning requirements.
New industrial investments should be shifted outside the
city; to villages, towns and cities on Konya, Kırıkkale, Samsun,
Kayseri, Eskişehir, Kırşehir, İstanbul roads; c.onsidering the
transportatio n possibilities. That is what the British People have
succ.essfully carried out to stop the air pollution and population
increase in city after thıe II. World War. The method to stop
increase in city population is this in a similar way.
The problems and their solutions concerning the city planning have crucial points in the price increases of real estates
and building lot speculations. Which in return effect the decreaıse
of green lands and increase in the number of the skyscrapers and
loss space occupying huge and high buildings. These problems
are in direct relation with air pollution and should urgently be
handlı ed and coped with by the governments as a Na tional Policy.
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